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Prestressed Concrete Design
- M.K. Hurst 2017-12-21
Developmental Length 6 Serviceability 7 Analysis and Design for Torsion
Prestressed concrete is widely used in the construction industry in
8 Short Columns 9 Slender Columns 10 Strut-and-Tie Models 11 Design
buildings, bridges, and other structures. The new edition of this book
of Reinforcement at Joints 12 Analysis of Indeterminate Beams and
provides up-to-date guidance on the detailed design of prestressed
Frames 13 Analysis and Design of Slabs 14 Yield Line Analysis for Slabs
concrete structures according to the provisions of the latest preliminary
15 Strip Method for Slabs 16 Footings and Foundations 17 Retaining
version of Eurocode 2: Design of Concrete Structures, DD ENV 1992-1-1:
Walls 18 Concrete Building Systems 19 Prestressed Concrete 20 Seismic
1992. The emphasis throughout is on design - the problem of providing a
Design Appendix A Design Aids Appendix B SI Conversion Factors: Inchstructure to fulfil a given purpose - but fundamental concepts are also
Pound Units to SI Unites.
described in detail. All major topics are dealt with, including prestressed
Design of Fluid Thermal Systems - William S. Janna 2009
flat slabs, an important and growing application in the design of
This book is designed to serve senior-level engineering students taking a
buildings. The text is illustrated throughout with worked examples and
capstone design course in fluid and thermal systems design. It is built
problems for further study. Examples are given of computer
from the ground up with the needs and interests of practicing engineers
spreadsheets for typical design calculations. Prestressed Concrete
in mind; the emphasis is on practical applications. The book begins with
Design will be a valuable guide to practising engineers, students and
a discussion of design methodology, including the process of bidding to
research workers.
obtain a project, and project management techniques. The text continues
Recycled Aggregate Concrete Structures - Jianzhuang Xiao
with an introductory overview of fluid thermal systems (a pump and
2017-11-13
pumping system, a household air conditioner, a baseboard heater, a
This book describes how, given the global challenge of a shortage of
water slide, and a vacuum cleaner are among the examples given), and a
natural resources in the 21st century, the recycling of waste concrete is
review of the properties of fluids and the equations of fluid mechanics.
one of the most important means of implementing sustainable
The text then offers an in-depth discussion of piping systems, including
construction development strategies. Firstly, the book presents key
the economics of pipe size selection. Janna examines pumps (including
findings on the micro- and meso-structure of recycled aggregate
net positive suction head considerations) and piping systems. He
concrete (RAC), while the second part focuses on the mechanical
provides the reader with the ability to design an entire system for moving
properties of RAC: the strength, elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio, stressfluids that is efficient and cost-effective. Next, the book provides a review
strain curve, etc. The third part of the book explores research on the
of basic heat transfer principles, and the analysis of heat exchangers,
durability of RAC: carbonization, chloride penetration, shrinkage and
including double pipe, shell and tube, plate and frame cross flow heat
creep. It then presents key information on the mechanical behavior and
exchangers. Design considerations for these exchangers are also
seismic performance of RAC elements and structures: beams, columns,
discussed. The text concludes with a chapter of term projects that may
slabs, beam-column joints, and frames. Lastly, the book puts forward
be undertaken by teams of students.
design guidelines for recycled aggregate concrete structures. Taken as a
Failure, Distress and Repair of Concrete Structures - N Delatte
whole, the research results – based on a series of investigations the
2009-10-26
author has condu cted on the mechanical properties, durability and
Understanding and recognising failure mechanisms in concrete is a
structural performance of recycled aggregate concrete (RAC) over the
fundamental pre-requisite to determining the type of repair, or whether a
past 10 years – demonstrate that, with proper design and construction, it
repair is feasible. This title provides a review of concrete deterioration
is safe and feasible to utilize RAC structures in civil engineering
and damage, as well as looking at the problem of defects in concrete. It
applications. The book will greatly benefit researchers, postgraduates,
also discusses condition assessment and repair techniques. Part one
and engineers in civil engineering with an interest in this field.
discusses failure mechanisms in concrete and covers topics such as
Fracture mechanics of concrete: Structural application and numerical
causes and mechanisms of deterioration in reinforced concrete, types of
calculation
- George C. Sih 2012-12-06
damage in concrete structures, types and causes of cracking and
Concrete has traditionally been known as a material used widely in the
condition assessment of concrete structures. Part two reviews the repair
construction of roads, bridges and buildings. Since cost effectiveness has of concrete structures with coverage of themes such as standards and
always been one of the more important aspects of design, concrete, when guidelines for repairing concrete structures, methods of crack repair,
reinforced and/or prestressed, is finding more use in other areas of
repair materials, bonded concrete overlays, repairing and retrofitting
application such as floating marine structures, storage tanks, nuclear
concrete structures with fiber-reinforced polymers, patching
vessel containments and a host of other structures. Because of the
deteriorated concrete structures and durability of repaired concrete.
demand for concrete to operate under different loading and environmen
With its distinguished editor and international team of contributors,
tal conditions, increasing attention has been paid to study concrete
Failure and repair of concrete structures is a standard reference for civil
specimens and structure behavior. A subject of major concern is how the
engineers, architects and anyone working in the construction sector, as
localized segregation of the constituents in concrete would affect its
well as those concerned with ensuring the safety of concrete structures.
global behavior. The degree of nonhomogeneity due to material property
Provides a review of concrete deterioration and damage Discusses
and damage. by yielding and/or cracking depends on the size scale and
condition assessment and repair techniques, standards and guidelines
loading rate under consideration. Segregation or clustering of
Advanced Geotechnical Engineering - Chandrakant S. Desai 2013-11-27
aggregates at the macroscopic level will affect specimen behavior to a
Soil-structure interaction is an area of major importance in geotechnical
larger degree than it would to a large structure such as a dam. Hence, a
engineering and geomechanics Advanced Geotechnical Engineering:
knowledge of concrete behavior over a wide range of scale is desired.
Soil-Structure Interaction using Computer and Material Models covers
The parameters governing micro-and macro-cracking and the techniques
computer and analytical methods for a number of geotechnical problems.
for evaluating and observing the damage in concrete need to be better
It introduces the main factors important to the application of computer
understood. This volume is intended to be an attempt in this direction.
LooseLeaf for Design of Concrete Structures - David Darwin
The application of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics to concrete is
2016-11-10
discussed in several of the chapters.
Design of Concrete Structures - Arthur H. Nilson 2003
Design of Slabs-on-ground - ACI Committee 360 2006
1 Introduction 2 Materials 3 Flexural Analysis and Design of Beams 4
Shear and Diagonal Tension in Beams 5 Bond, Anchorage, and
Design of Reinforced Concrete
- Jack C. McCormac 2005
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Publisher Description
Concrete Structures - Mehdi Setareh 2016-08-13
This revised, fully updated second edition covers the analysis, design,
and construction of reinforced concrete structures from a real-world
perspective. It examines different reinforced concrete elements such as
slabs, beams, columns, foundations, basement and retaining walls and
pre-stressed concrete incorporating the most up-to-date edition of the
American Concrete Institute Code (ACI 318-14) requirements for the
design of concrete structures. It includes a chapter on metric system in
reinforced concrete design and construction. A new chapter on the
design of formworks has been added which is of great value to students
in the construction engineering programs along with practicing
engineers and architects. This second edition also includes a new
appendix with color images illustrating various concrete construction
practices, and well-designed buildings. The ACI 318-14 constitutes the
most extensive reorganization of the code in the past 40 years.
References to the various sections of the ACI 318-14 are provided
throughout the book to facilitate its use by students and professionals.
Aimed at architecture, building construction, and undergraduate
engineering students, the scope of concepts in this volume emphasize
simplified and practical methods in the analysis and design of reinforced
concrete. This is distinct from advanced, graduate engineering texts,
where treatment of the subject centers around the theoretical and
mathematical aspects of design. As in the first edition, this book adopts a
step-by-step approach to solving analysis and design problems in
reinforced concrete. Using a highly graphical and interactive approach in
its use of detailed images and self-experimentation exercises, “Concrete
Structures, Second Edition,” is tailored to the most practical questions
and fundamental concepts of design of structures in reinforced concrete.
The text stands as an ideal learning resource for civil engineering,
building construction, and architecture students as well as a valuable
reference for concrete structural design professionals in practice.
Design of Wood Structures- ASD/LRFD, Eighth Edition - Donald E.
Breyer 2019-09-13
The leading wood design reference—thoroughly revised with the latest
codes and data Fully updated to cover the latest techniques and
standards, the eighth edition of this comprehensive resource leads you
through the complete design of a wood structure following the same
sequence used in the actual design/construction process. Detailed
equations, clear illustrations, and practical design examples are featured
throughout the text. This up-to-date edition conforms to both the 2018
International Building Code (IBC) and the 2018 National Design
Specification for Wood Construction (NDS). Design of Wood StructuresASD/LRFD, Eighth Edition, covers:•Wood buildings and design
criteria•Design loads•Behavior of structures under loads and
forces•Properties of wood and lumber grades•Structural glued
laminated timber•Beam design and wood structural panels•Axial forces
and combined loading•Diaphragms and shearwalls•Wood and nailed
connections•Bolts, lag bolts, and other connectors•Connection details
and hardware•Diaphragm-to-shearwall anchorage•Requirements for
seismically irregular structures•Residential buildings with wood light
frames
Teaching at Its Best - Linda B. Nilson 2010-04-20
Teaching at Its Best This third edition of the best-selling handbook offers
faculty at all levels an essential toolbox of hundreds of practical teaching
techniques, formats, classroom activities, and exercises, all of which can
be implemented immediately. This thoroughly revised edition includes
the newest portrait of the Millennial student; current research from
cognitive psychology; a focus on outcomes maps; the latest legal options
on copyright issues; and how to best use new technology including wikis,
blogs, podcasts, vodcasts, and clickers. Entirely new chapters include
subjects such as matching teaching methods with learning outcomes,
inquiry-guided learning, and using visuals to teach, and new sections
address Felder and Silverman's Index of Learning Styles, SCALE-UP
classrooms, multiple true-false test items, and much more. Praise for the
Third Edition of Teaching at Its BestEveryone veterans as well as novices
will profit from reading Teaching at Its Best, for it provides both theory
and practical suggestions for handling all of the problems one
encounters in teaching classes varying in size, ability, and motivation."
Wilbert McKeachie, Department of Psychology, University of Michigan,
and coauthor, McKeachie's Teaching TipsThis new edition of Dr. Nilson's
book, with its completely updated material and several new topics, is an
even more powerful collection of ideas and tools than the last. What a
great resource, especially for beginning teachers but also for us
veterans!" L. Dee Fink, author, Creating Significant Learning
design-of-concrete-structures-14th-edition-nilson-solution

ExperiencesThis third edition of Teaching at Its Best is successful at
weaving the latest research on teaching and learning into what was
already a thorough exploration of each topic. New information on how
we learn, how students develop, and innovations in instructional
strategies complement the solid foundation established in the first two
editions." Marilla D. Svinicki, Department of Psychology, The University
of Texas, Austin, and coauthor, McKeachie's Teaching Tips
Concrete - Sidney Mindess 2003
This book presents a unified view of concrete behavior in light of a body
of chemical and physical principles. It provides the most up-to-date
information available on new concrete materials. The most up-to-date
information on new concrete materials. SI units used as primary system,
keeping readers current to the unit system being adopted in the United
States. Latest ASTM specifications are included. Exercises at the end of
each chapter. An excellent resource for professionals in this industry.
Design of Prestressed Concrete - Nilson 1987-04-13
Concrete Technology- Adam M. Neville 2010
The success of any concrete structure depends on the designer's sound
knowledge of concrete and its behaviour under load, under temperature
and humidity changes, and under exposure to the relevant environment
and industrial conditions. This book gives students a thorough
understanding of all aspects of concrete technology from first principles.
It covers concrete ingredients, properties and behaviour in the finished
structure with reference to national standards and recognised testing
methods used in Britain, the European Union and the United States.
Examples and problems are given throughout to emphasise the
important aspects of each chapter. An excellent coursebook for all
students of Civil Engineering, Structural Engineering and Building at
degree or diploma level, Concrete Technology will also be a valuable
reference book for practising engineers in the field.
Design of Prestressed Concrete to Eurocode 2, Second Edition Raymond Ian Gilbert 2017-01-27
The design of structures in general, and prestressed concrete structures
in particular, requires considerably more information than is contained
in building codes. A sound understanding of structural behaviour at all
stages of loading is essential. This textbook presents a detailed
description and explanation of the behaviour of prestressed concrete
members and structures both at service loads and at ultimate loads and,
in doing so, provide a comprehensive and up-to-date guide to structural
design. Much of the text is based on first principles and relies only on the
principles of mechanics and the properties of concrete and steel, with
numerous worked examples. However, where the design requirements
are code specific, this book refers to the provisions of Eurocode 2:
Design of Concrete Structures and, where possible, the notation is the
same as in Eurocode 2. A parallel volume is written to the Australian
Standard for Concrete Structures AS3600-2009. The text runs from an
introduction to the fundamentals to in-depth treatments of more
advanced topics in modern prestressed concrete structures. It suits
senior undergraduate and graduate students and also practising
engineers who want comprehensive introduction to the design of
prestressed concrete structures. It retains the clear and concise
explanations and the easy-to-read style of the first edition, but the
content has been extensively re-organised and considerably expanded
and updated. New chapters cover design procedures, actions and loads;
prestressing systems and construction requirements; connections and
detailing; and design concepts for prestressed concrete bridges. The
topic of serviceability is developed extensively throughout. All the
authors have been researching and teaching the behaviour and design of
prestressed concrete structures for over thirty-five years and the
proposed new edition of the book reflects this wealth of experience. The
work has also gained much from Professor Gilbert active and long-time
involvement in the development of standards for concrete buildings and
concrete bridges.
FRP Composites for Reinforced and Prestressed Concrete Structures Perumalsamy Balaguru 2014-04-21
High strength fibre composites (FRPs) have been used with civil
structures since the 1980s, mostly in the repair, strengthening and
retrofitting of concrete structures. This has attracted considerable
research, and the industry has expanded exponentially in the last decade.
Design guidelines have been developed by professional organizations in a
number of countries including USA, Japan, Europe and China, but until
now designers have had no publication which provides practical
guidance or accessible coverage of the fundamentals. This book fills this
void. It deals with the fundamentals of composites, and basic design
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principles, and provides step-by-step guidelines for design. Its main
theme is the repair and retrofit of un-reinforced, reinforced and
prestressed concrete structures using carbon, glass and other high
strength fibre composites. In the case of beams, the focus is on their
strengthening for flexure and shear or their stiffening. The main interest
with columns is the improvement of their ductility; and both
strengthening and ductility improvement of un-reinforced structures are
covered. Methods for evaluating the strengthened structures are
presented. Step by step procedures are set out, including flow charts, for
the various structural components, and design examples and practice
problems are used to illustrate. As infrastructure ages worldwide, and its
demolition and replacement becomes less of an option, the need for
repair and retrofit of existing facilities will increase. Besides its audience
of design professionals, this book suits graduate and advanced
undergraduate students.
Prestressed Concrete - Edward G. Nawy 2010
Completely revised to reflect the new ACI 318-08 Building Code and
International Building Code, IBC 2009, this popular book offers a unique
approach to examining the design of prestressed concrete members in a
logical, step-by-step trial and adjustment procedure. Integrates handy
flow charts to help readers better understand the steps needed for
design and analysis. Includes a revised chapter containing the latest ACI
and AASHTO Provisions on the design of post-tensioned beam end
anchorage blocks using the strut-and-tie approach in conformity with ACI
318-08 Code. Offers a new complete section with two extensive design
examples using the strut-and-tie approach for the design of corbels and
deep beams. Features an addition to the elastic method of design, with
comprehensive design examples on LRFD and Standard AASHTO designs
of bridge deck members for flexure, shear and torsion, conforming to the
latest AASHTO specifications. Includes a revised chapter on slender
columns, including a simplified load-contour biaxial bending method
which is easier to apply in desiign, using moments rather than loads in
the reciprocal approach. A useful construction reference for engineers.
Steel Design - William T. Segui 2012-08-01
STEEL DESIGN covers the fundamentals of structural steel design with
an emphasis on the design of members and their connections, rather
than the integrated design of buildings. The book is designed so that
instructors can easily teach LRFD, ASD, or both, time-permitting. The
application of fundamental principles is encouraged for design
procedures as well as for practical design, but a theoretical approach is
also provided to enhance student development. While the book is
intended for junior-and senior-level engineering students, some of the
later chapters can be used in graduate courses and practicing engineers
will find this text to be an essential reference tool for reviewing current
practices. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures - American
Society of Civil Engineers 2013
Third Printing, incorporating errata, Supplement 1, and expanded
commentary, 2013.
Design of Concrete Structures - Arthur H. Nilson 2011-06-01
The 14th edition of the classic text, Design of Concrete Structures, is
completely revised using the newly released 2008 ACI (American
Concrete Institute) Code. This new edition has the same dual objectives
as the previous editions; first to establish a firm understanding of the
behavior of structural concrete, then to develop proficiency in the
methods used in current design practice. Design of Concrete Structures
covers the behavior and design aspects of concrete and provides updated
examples and homework problems. New material on slender columns,
seismic design, anchorage using headed deformed bars, and reinforcing
slabs for shear using headed studs has been added. The notation has
been thouroughly updated to match changes in the ACI Code. The text
also presents the basic mechanics of structural concrete and methods for
the design of individual members for bending, shear, torsion, and axial
force, and provides detail in the various types of structural systems
applications, including an extensive presentation of slabs, footings,
foundations, and retaining walls.
Precast Concrete Structures - Kim S. Elliott 2019-08-08
This second edition of Precast Concrete Structures introduces the
conceptual design ideas for the prefabrication of concrete structures and
presents a number of worked examples that translate designs from BS
8110 to Eurocode EC2, before going into the detail of the design,
manufacture, and construction of precast concrete multi-storey
buildings. Detailed structural analysis of precast concrete and its use is
design-of-concrete-structures-14th-edition-nilson-solution

provided and some details are presented of recent precast skeletal
frames of up to forty storeys. The theory is supported by numerous
worked examples to Eurocodes and European Product Standards for
precast reinforced and prestressed concrete elements, composite
construction, joints and connections and frame stability, together with
extensive specifications for precast concrete structures. The book is
extensively illustrated with over 500 photographs and line drawings.
Manual of Reinforced Concrete - Charles Fleming Marsh 1916
The Design of Prestressed Concrete Bridges - Robert Benaim 2007-12-06
Examining the fundamental differences between design and analysis,
Robert Benaim explores the close relationship between aesthetic and
technical creativity and the importance of the intuitive, more imaginative
qualities of design that every designer should employ when designing a
structure. Aiding designers of concrete bridges in developing an intuitive
understanding of structural action, this book encourages innovation and
the development of engineering architecture. Simple, relevant
calculation techniques that should precede any detailed analysis are
summarized. Construction methods used to build concrete bridge decks
and substructures are detailed and direct guidance on the choice and the
sizing of different types of concrete bridge deck is given. In addition
guidance is provided on solving recurring difficult problems of detailed
design and realistic examples of the design process are provided. This
book enables concrete bridge designers to broaden their scope in design
and provides an analysis of the necessary calculations and methods.
Structural Concrete - M. Nadim Hassoun 2012-05
Emphasizing a conceptual understanding of concrete design and
analysis, this revised and updated edition builds the student's
understanding by presenting design methods in an easy to understand
manner supported with the use of numerous examples and problems.
Written in intuitive, easy-to-understand language, it includes SI unit
examples in all chapters, equivalent conversion factors from US
customary to SI throughout the book, and SI unit design tables. In
addition, the coverage has been completely updated to reflect the latest
ACI 318-11 code.
LRFD Steel Design- William T. Segui 2003
This up-to-date book includes the latest specification from the American
Institute of Steel Construction (AISC). The emphasis is on the design of
building components in accordance with the provisions of the AISC Load
and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) Specification and the LRFD
Manual of Steel Construction. Without requiring students to have a
knowledge of stability theory or statically indeterminate structures, the
book maintains a balance of background material with applications.
Multi-Storey Precast Concrete Framed Structures - Kim S. Elliott
2013-10-07
Precast reinforced and prestressed concrete frames provide ahigh
strength, stable, durable and robust solution for anymulti-storey
structure, and are widely regarded as a high quality,economic and
architecturally versatile technology for theconstruction of multi-storey
buildings. The resulting buildingssatisfy a wide range of commercial and
industrial needs. Precastconcrete buildings behave in a different way to
those where theconcrete is cast in-situ, with the components subject to
differentforces and movements. These factors are explored in detail in
thesecond edition of Multi-Storey Precast Concrete FramedStructures,
providing a detailed understanding of theprocedures involved in precast
structural design. This new editionhas been fully updated to reflect
recent developments, and includesmany structural calculations based on
EUROCODE standards. These areshown in parallel with similar
calculations based on BritishStandards to ensure the designer is fully
aware of the differencesrequired in designing to EUROCODE standards.
Civil and structural engineers as well as final year undergraduateand
postgraduate students of civil and structural engineering willall find this
book to be thorough overview of this importantconstruction technology.
Reinforced Concrete Deep Beams - F K Kong 1991-05-01
The contents of this book have been chosen with the following main
aims: to review the present coverage of the major design codes and the
CIRIA guide, and to explain the fundamental behaviour of deep beams; to
provide information on design topics which are inadequately covered by
the current codes and design manuals; and to give authoritative revie
Reinforced Concrete - Edward G. Nawy 2009
Now reflecting the new 2008 ACI 318-08 Code and the new International
Building Code (IBC-2006), this cutting-edge text has been extensively
revised to present state-of-the-art developments in reinforced concrete.
The text analyzes the design of reinforced concrete members through a
unique and practical step-by-step trial and adjustment procedure. It is
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supplemented with flowcharts that guide readers logically through key
features and underlying theory. Hundreds of photos of tests to failure of
concrete elements help readers visualize this behavior. Ideal for
practicing engineers who need to contend with the new revisions of the
ACI, IBC, and AASHTO Codes.
Reinforced Concrete
- James Grierson MacGregor 1997
Based on the 1995 edition of the American Concrete Institute Building
Code, this text explains the theory and practice of reinforced concrete
design in a systematic and clear fashion, with an abundance of step-bystep worked examples, illustrations, and photographs. The focus is on
preparing students to make the many judgment decisions required in
reinforced concrete design, and reflects the author's experience as both
a teacher of reinforced concrete design and as a member of various code
committees. This edition provides new, revised and expanded coverage
of the following topics: core testing and durability; shrinkage and creep;
bases the maximum steel ratio and the value of the factor on Appendix B
of ACI318-95; composite concrete beams; strut-and-tie models; dapped
ends and T-beam flanges. It also expands the discussion of STMs and
adds new examples in SI units.
Performance-Based Specifications and Control of Concrete
Durability - Hans Beushausen 2015-09-24
This work gives an overview of significant research from recent years
concerning performance-based design and quality control for concrete
durability and its implementation. In engineering practice, performance
approaches are often still used in combination with prescriptive
requirements. This is largely because, for most durability test methods,
sufficient practical experience still has to be gained before engineers and
owners are prepared to fully rely on them. This book, compiled by RILEM
TC 230-PSC, is intended to assist efforts to successfully build the
foundation for the full implementation of performance-based approaches
through the exchange of relevant knowledge and experience between
researchers and practitioners worldwide.
Strip Method Design Handbook - A. Hillerborg 2014-04-21
The Strip Method Design Handbook is a thorough guide to the use of the
strip method, developed by Arne Hillerborg, for design of reinforced
concrete slabs. The strip method of design is relevant to many types of
slabs including rectangular slabs with all sides supported and regular
flat slabs with cantilevering parts. The author discusses unevenly
distributed loads, concentrated loads and the influence of openings as
well as joist floors and prestressed slabs. This book provides a practical
guide for the designer demonstrating how to use the strip method in a
wide range of design situations specific to a slab type. The method is
illustrated throughout with numerical examples and the analysis is
rationalised with approximations and formulas for the calculation of
design moments.
Design of Prestressed Concrete Structures
- Tung Yen Lin 1982
Radio Questions and Answers on Government Examination for
Radio Operator's License - Arthur Reinhold Nilson 1921
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Reinforced and Prestressed Concrete - Yew-Chaye Loo 2018-07-26
This text presents the theoretical and practical aspects of analysis and
design, complemented by numerous design examples.
Advanced Concrete Technology - Zongjin Li 2011-01-11
Over the past two decades concrete has enjoyed a renewed level of
research and testing, resulting in the development of many new types of
concrete. Through the use of various additives, production techniques
and chemical processes, there is now a great degree of control over the
properties of specific concretes for a wide range of applications. New
theories, models and testing techniques have also been developed to
push the envelope of concrete as a building material. There is no current
textbook which brings all of these advancements together in a single
volume. This book aims to bridge the gap between the traditional
concrete technologies and the emerging state-of-the-art technologies
which are gaining wider use.
Structural Analysis - Gianluca Ranzi 2018-10-08
Provides Step-by-Step Instruction Structural Analysis: Principles,
Methods and Modelling outlines the fundamentals involved in analyzing
engineering structures, and effectively presents the derivations used for
analytical and numerical formulations. This text explains practical and
relevant concepts, and lays down the foundation for a solid mathematical
background that incorporates MATLAB® (no prior knowledge of
MATLAB is necessary), and includes numerous worked examples.
Effectively Analyze Engineering Structures Divided into four parts, the
text focuses on the analysis of statically determinate structures. It
evaluates basic concepts and procedures, examines the classical methods
for the analysis of statically indeterminate structures, and explores the
stiffness method of analysis that reinforces most computer applications
and commercially available structural analysis software. In addition, it
covers advanced topics that include the finite element method, structural
stability, and problems involving material nonlinearity. MATLAB® files
for selected worked examples are available from the book’s website.
Resources available from CRC Press for lecturers adopting the book
include: A solutions manual for all the problems posed in the book Nearly
2000 PowerPoint presentations suitable for use in lectures for each
chapter in the book Revision videos of selected lectures with added
narration Figure slides Structural Analysis: Principles, Methods and
Modelling exposes civil and structural engineering undergraduates to the
essentials of structural analysis, and serves as a resource for students
and practicing professionals in solving a range of engineering problems.
Design of Concrete Structures
- Arthur Nilson 2010
Design of Concrete Structures.
Limit Analysis and Concrete Plasticity - M.P. Nielsen 2016-04-19
First published in 1984, Limit Analysis and Concrete Plasticity explains
for advanced design engineers the principles of plasticity theory and its
application to the design of reinforced and prestressed concrete
structures, providing a thorough understanding of the subject, rather
than simply applying current design formulas. Updated and revised th
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